At school level students learn about bisection of any arbitrary angle or repeated bisections if required with the help of straightedge and compass only. They do not come across about angle trisection or other higher multisections with the help of only these tools.In 1837 P. Wantzel a French mathematician proved the impossibility of trisection of any arbitrary angle with only stranghtedge and compass except some specified angles.In my present work I have endeavoured to demostrate methods for drawing very approximate multisections of any arbitrary angles lying between 0 to 90 0 with the help of only stranghtedge and compass. I came to know about impossibility of angle trisection at my B.Sc. standard in 1970 through a mathematical journal and since then I was working on it. Thus my present work is the result of many years of dedicated efforts.
Now from (1) r = From above if will be seen, when → 0 0 , "2"is the limiting value of 'm' for trisection of any angle.
II. Some results of taking different values of m and and
So the values from = 0 0 to 90 0 , m ranges between 2 to 3
For 'm' formula (4) and for formula (5) We know that by simple school level geometry methods any line can be divided into any number of equal parts. This method can be used here. i) When m is an integer like 2, 3, 4, 5……… simply BD = m times of radius and can be drawn by compass only.
ii)
When m = a fractional form then BD = = p × in this cuse r can be divided into q equal parts and p part of it will be take to draw BD. All this exercise can be done with the help of straight edge and compass only.
e.g. and can be drawn as in prev. examples. Note: all the construction of angle multisection given in the previous examples can be done with the help of straight edge and compass only. Reference:
(i) Ordinary geometry, aljebra, coordinate geometry and continued fractions. (ii)
Internet searches.
